Dear Members and Friends,


This edition references two news stories of particular interest: the number of Jews murdered during the months of August – October 1942, and the Israeli study indicating that Holocaust survivors live an average of seven years longer than their Israeli peers. There are several articles, from different countries, in the FYI section below.

*GSI* continues to grow, both with newsletter subscriptions and on Facebook. We are always delighted to welcome new members to our extended “family”. Thank you for spreading the word about the work we do!

Please send your Yom Hashoah program information in for this newsletter. In the box below you will find the link for event submissions. Thank you.

**Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)**

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of landsmanschaften and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the *GSI* interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and from other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor community: [genshoah@gmail.com](mailto:genshoah@gmail.com).

For event submissions: [www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html](http://www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html). Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at [genshoah@gmail.com](mailto:genshoah@gmail.com). You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish for it to appear in the upcoming month’s issue.
To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and / or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.

All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.

Visit our GSI website at www.genshoah.org for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, etc. Survivors, their children and grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.

GSI has an “open” Facebook group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the group to find old friends and relatives. Join us and meet new friends. Our page is visible to Facebook members at www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/. Joining Facebook is free and easy: www.facebook.com.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The Kindertransport Fund opened on January 1, 2019 and began processing eligible applications. Although some survivors were provided a small payment in the 1950s, prior payments under compensation programs will not bar claimants from receiving this new benefit. The fund will issue one-time payments of €2,500. For more information and the proper form: www.claimscon.org/what-we-do/compensation/background/kindertransport-fund/.

UPCOMING CONFERENCES

First Forum Générations de la Shoah Conference
February 2 – 4, 2019
Mémorial de la Shoah, Paris, France
For more information: Lior Lalieu-Smadja forumgenerations@memorialdelashoah.org, or Nan Lefenfeld nlefenfeld@gmail.com.

49th Annual Scholars’ Conference on the Holocaust and the Churches
March 2 – 4, 2019
Ackerman Center for Holocaust Studies, University of Texas at Dallas, Dallas, TX
For more information: www.UTD.edu/ackerman/asc/

Denial: The Final Stage of Genocide
April 13 – 14, 2019
University of North Carolina, Charlotte, North Carolina
Gathering for the Descendants of Marmoares Region, Romania
To Commemorate the 75th Anniversary of the Deportations
May 16 – 20, 2019
Sighet, Romania
For more information contact Peninah Zilberman, Organizer: 1-416-781-0330 (Canada)
+40-74-414-5351 (Romania), Peninah@ftsighet.com, www.ftsighet.com

2019 Arthur and Rochelle Belfer
National Conference for Educators
July 22-24, 2019
English Language Arts Session: July 22–24, 2019
Social Studies/History Session: July 25–27, 2019
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
Registration deadline June 15. Scholarships are available. Learn more

The Holocaust and Europe:
Research Trends, Pedagogical Approaches and Political Challenges
November 4 – 7, 2019
Das Institut für Zeitgeschichte, Munich, Germany
For more: www.hsozkult.de/event/id/termine-37690

Liberation 75
Global Gathering of Holocaust Survivors, Descendants, Educators and Friends
May 31 – June 2, 2020
Metro Toronto Convention Centre, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
For more: www.liberation75.org.

UPCOMING WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS & WEBINARS

K-12 Interdisciplinary Holocaust Education Workshop
Music Composed by Children During the Holocaust
February 2, 2019 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Cali School of Music, Montclair State University, Montclair, NJ
For more: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Fdi0kHRFBvDeISCRYvCuIBGdB5Mlnk/view

Echoes & Reflections
February 4, 2019
Register Here
Echoes & Reflections Webinar: Creating Context for Teaching Night
February 6, 2019  7:00 pm EST
For more: http://echoesandreflections.org/prepare/?class=webinars&single=yes&pm=creating-context-for-teaching-night-6

I Hid My Feelings: Teaching about Children's Experiences of the Kindertransports during the Holocaust
February 8, 2019  9:00 am - 3:00 pm
ADP Center for Learning Technologies, Montclair State University, Montclair, NJ
For more: https://drive.google.com/file/d/17R8jtL4umv7zXZjUvV6jreSN-9u3i2/view

Jewish Refugees and Shanghai
February 10 and 17, 2019
Chinese Embassy, US Holocaust Memorial Museum and Jewish Museum of Maryland
Washington, DC and Baltimore, MD
For more information: idackmanalon@jewishmuseummd.org, Application form for our 2019 Winter Teachers Institute here.

Echoes & Reflections Webinar: The Pyramid of Hate
February 11, 2019  4:00 pm EST
For more: http://echoesandreflections.org/prepare/?class=webinars&single=yes&pm=teaching-with-the-pyramid-of-hate-2

Echoes & Reflections Webinar: The Power of Love
February 13, 2019  3:00 pm EST
For more: http://echoesandreflections.org/prepare/?class=webinars&single=yes&pm=the-power-of-love

Midwinter Break Course
Immigration and Refugees During the Holocaust
February 19 - 21, 2019
Museum of Jewish Heritage – A Living Memorial to the Holocaust, New York, NY
For more: https://mjhnyc.org/events/midwinter-break-course/

Echoes & Reflections Webinar: Teaching with Holocaust Diaries
February 20, 2019  3:00 pm
For more: http://echoesandreflections.org/prepare/?class=webinars&single=yes&pm=seeing-the-holocaust-through-the-lens-of-diaries

Besa: Courage and Humanity During the Holocaust
March 5, 2019  4:30 pm - 6:00 pm
Human Rights Institute, Kean University, Union, NJ
For more: www.kean.edu/offices/holocaust-resource-center
New Jersey Holocaust and Genocide Research Symposium
April 12, 2019  9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Annunciation Center, College of St. Elizabeth, Morristown, NJ
For more: [www.cse.edu/about-cse/centers/hge/spring-2019-events](http://www.cse.edu/about-cse/centers/hge/spring-2019-events)

Remembering & Rethinking:
The International Forum on the Kindertransport at 80
April 15 – 16, 2019
Lancaster House, London
For more: susan@ajar.org.uk

Memoirs and Childhood in Poland
April 30, 2019  9:00 am - 3:30 pm
Bildner Center, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ
For more: [https://bildnercenter.rutgers.edu/holocaust-education/master-teacher-institute](https://bildnercenter.rutgers.edu/holocaust-education/master-teacher-institute)

Regional Institute for the Study of the Holocaust
May 10 – 12, 2019
Western Washington University, Bellingham, WA

Displacement, Migration, and the Holocaust
June 3–14, 2019
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
Applications due March 29, 2019. Learn more

Holocaust Studies Summer Program in Ukraine
July 1–12, 2019
Kyiv, Ukraine
Applications due February 28, 2019. Learn more. Ukrainian Version

Interreligious Studies and the Holocaust: New Research, New Conversations
July 15–19, 2019
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
Applications due February 22, 2019. Learn more

International Research Workshop
Religious Institutions and Jews in Hiding during the Holocaust
July 21–25, 2019
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
Applications due February 22, 2019. Learn more
Jewish Experiences and the Holocaust in the Soviet Union
August 5–16, 2019
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
Applications due March 15, 2019. Learn more

UPCOMING EVENTS

Now – February 3, 2019— Mocak Museum of Contemporary Art, Kraków, Poland
Boris Lurie: Pop-Art After the Holocaust. For more: www.mocak.pl

Now - February 6, 2019—Scuola d’Italia Guglielmo Marconi, 12 E 96th St, New York, NY
Exhibition: 1938-1945 The Persecution Of Jews In Italy A Documentary History.

Now - February 9, 2019—The Duke on 42nd St., 229 W 42nd St, New York, NY
Maestro: The True Story of Arturo Toscanini, the story of legendary conductor Arturo Toscanini and his brave opposition to Fascism. His refusal to perform in Italy and Germany, and his trips to Palestine to conduct an orchestra made up of Jewish refugees made headlines around the world. For tickets: https://tickets.dukeon42.org/single/PSDetail.aspx?psn=9650

Now - February 21, 2019—Bender JCC, 6125 Montrose Road, Rockville, MD

Now - February 25, 2019, 1:15 pm—UN Visitors Lobby, United Nations Headquarters, New York, NY

Now – February 26, 2019—UN Visitors Lobby, United Nations Headquarters, New York, NY

Now – March 10, 2019—Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th St, New York, NY
Exhibit: Lost & Found - A Family Photo Album, the story of a pre-War photo album that was owned and assembled by Anna Warshawska, who was deported in 1943 from the Kovno Ghetto along with most of her family. For more: https://www.cjh.org/culture/exhibitions/lost-and-found

Now – March 15, 2019—Museum of Jewish Heritage, 36 Battery Place, New York, NY
20th Anniversary Exhibit: Learning to Remember, highlights of some of the most compelling, thought-provoking, and historically significant exhibitions presented by the Museum in the last two decades. For more: http://mjhnyc.org/current-exhibitions/
Now – March 31, 2019—Holocaust Documentation & Education Center, 303 N. Federal Hwy, Dania Beach, FL
Exhibit: Operation Finale: The Capture & Trial of Adolf Eichmann. For more information: education@hdec.org.

Now – May 3, 2019—Aidekman Family Jewish Community Campus, Whippany, NJ
Exhibit: From Memory to History: Faces and Voices of the Holocaust. Created by the Holocaust Council of MetroWest, this exhibit describes the experiences of original eyewitnesses to the Holocaust through photo collages with explanatory text, videotaped interviews, and historical artifacts. This year the exhibit will also feature The Holocaust in the Soviet Union, an exhibit on loan from the Museum of Human Rights, Freedom and Tolerance. For more information: https://cdn.fedweb.org/fed-2/2/HCLR71%2520FHTM%2520flier%25281%2529.pdf. To schedule a docent-led tour: holocaustcouncil@jfedgmw.org or call 973-929-3194.

Now – May 24, 2019—Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th Street, New York, NY
Exhibit: Kindertransport – Rescuing Children on the Brink of War, featuring moving personal stories, artifacts, and engaging media.
For more: www.yumuseum.org/exhibitions/view/kindertransport-rescuing-children-on-the-brink-of-war/current

Now – May 31, 2019—Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th Street, New York, NY
Exhibit: The 1938 Projekt: Posts from the Past, featuring materials illustrating the range of reactions and emotions of those struggling to escape Germany and Austria in order to survive.
For more: www.cjh.org/culture/exhibitions/1938-projekt

Exhibit: Dimensions in Testimony, featuring specialized display technologies and next-generation natural language processing to provide an intimate experience with a Holocaust survivor. For more information: http://mjhnyc.org/current-exhibitions/

Exhibit: The Last Goodbye - A Virtual Reality Testimony, a 20-minute immersive virtual reality testimony experience with Pinchas Gutter touring Majdanek and recounting his experiences.
For more information: http://mjhnyc.org/current-exhibitions/

February 3 – March 10, 2019—Jewish Museum of Maryland, Baltimore, MD
Exhibit: Jewish Refugees and Shanghai. In the 1930s, as the Nazi scourge spread across Europe, all doors appeared to be closed to Jewish migration. The international city of Shanghai was the exception. It became the temporary home to more than 20,000 Jewish refugees from Germany, Austria, Poland and Lithuania.

February 3, 2019, 1:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Stories Survive Speaker Series: Hear Holocaust survivor Gabriella Major discuss her experiences during the Holocaust. For more information and to RSVP: https://mjhnyc.org/events/stories-survive-speaker-series-gabriella-major/
February 4, 2019, 12:00 pm—Library of Congress, Madison Building, West Dining Room, 6th Floor, Room LM621, **Washington, DC**

**Israeli Theater: Roy Horovitz** will discuss Israeli theater today. The presentation will include live readings and screened examples of outstanding theatrical performances including readings from Dan Clancy's *The Timekeepers* which examines a relationship between a Jew and a homosexual in a concentration camp in 1941. For more: [mnet@loc.gov](mailto:mnet@loc.gov).

February 4, 2019, 6:30 pm—Wiener Library, 29 Russell Square, **London WC1B 5DK, UK**

Book Talk: *The SS-Ahnenerbe and the Skull Collection of Strasbourg*. Anatomist August Hirt murdered 86 people in Natzweiler concentration camp in August 1943. His plan was to exhibit their skulls in a museum in Strasbourg in order to demonstrate the inferiority of the Jewish race. In this talk, Dr Julien Reitzenstein will discuss his newly published book and retrace the course of this crime on the basis of newly discovered sources. Book your place

February 4, 2019, 7:00 pm—Navesink Rooms, Brookdale Community College
765 Newman Springs Road, **Lincroft, NJ**

**Etty** is a touring one-woman play based on the diaries and letters of Etty Hillesum, adapted and performed by **Susan Stein**. For more: [www.chhange.org/exhibits-events/events/etty](http://www.chhange.org/exhibits-events/events/etty)

February 7, 2019, 7:00 pm—Aidekman Family Jewish Community Campus, **Whippany, NJ**

Opening Reception for Holocaust Council of Greater MetroWest’s *From Memory to History: Faces and Voices of the Holocaust* exhibit with keynote speaker, **Alex Teplish**, author of *Survivor: Aron’s Story*, about his grandfather’s experiences in the Soviet Union during the Holocaust. RSVP: [holocaustcouncil@jfedgmw.org](mailto:holocaustcouncil@jfedgmw.org) or 973-929-3194.

February 10, 2019, 10:00 am—Union Temple, 17 Eastern Parkway, **Brooklyn, NY**

**Read-in:** Brunch and discussion of trilogy of books by daughter of survivors **Helen Epstein** and Sisterhood of Union Temple. For more: [https://uniontemple.org/](http://https://uniontemple.org/)

February 10, 2019, 11:00 am—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, **Skokie, IL**

**Museum Architecture Tour – Symbolic by Design.** See how renowned architect Stanley Tigerman infused each space in the Illinois Holocaust Museum with historical and emotional symbolism. For more: [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org)

February 10, 2019, 12:30 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, **Skokie, IL**

**Survivor Talks – In Our Voices.** Take advantage of their unique opportunities to hear Holocaust Survivors tell their stories in person and answer audience questions.
For more: [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org)

February 10, 2019, 2:00 pm—Location available to participants, **Naples, FL**

**Second Generation (2Gs) Meet** to discuss their personal stories.
For more information: rene@geistgroup.com
February 14, 2019, 6:30 pm—Wiener Library, 29 Russell Square, London WC1B 5DP, UK
Talk: ‘Shema Kolenu’: Practicing Judaism in Nazi Germany after Kristallnacht. A discussion with Aubrey Pomerance about Jewish prayer services in Germany after Kristallnacht, up to and throughout the period of deportations and the dissolution of Jewish communities. For more: www.wienerlibrary.co.uk/Whats-On?item=440

February 17, 2019, 11:00 am—Holocaust Museum & Education Center of Southwest Florida, Naples, FL
Laura Ivanov, USHMM Information Retrieval Specialist, will present regarding the International Tracing Service. To register: www.HolocaustMuseumSWFL.org.

February 17, 2019, 1:30 pm—Holocaust Documentation & Education Center, Inc. 303 N. Federal Highway, Dania Beach, FL
The Kurt Waldheim Affair: The Postwar World’s Most Sensational Nazi Scandal featuring Eli Rosenbaum, who directed the investigation that resulted in the worldwide exposure of Waldheim’s Nazi past, and Neal Sher, who headed the Federal investigation that led to the ban on Waldheim entering the US. Fees. RSVP required education@hdec.org

February 17, 2019, 2:00 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Film & Discussion: The Zookeeper’s Wife based on the true story of a Polish couple who rescued hundreds of Jews from the Nazis by hiding them in the Warsaw Zoo. Dr. Elliot Lefkovitz, Spertus Institute faculty member, leads the post-screening discussion. Reservations required: www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events

February 19, 2019, 12:00 pm—Twin Lights I & II, Student Life Center, Brookdale Community College, 765 Newman Springs Road, Lincroft, NJ
Survivor Speaker Series: Manny Lindenbaum, Holocaust Survivor. Fees. For more: https://hghrec.z2systems.com/np/clients/hghrec/eventRegistration.jsp?event=617&

February 21, 2019, 6:00 pm—Low Memorial Library Faculty Room (207), Columbia University, 535 West 116th St, New York, NY
In Dialogue: Polish Jewish Relations During the Second World War. For more: https://vivo.org/In-Dialogue-WWII

February 23, 2019, 11:00 am—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL

February 23, 2019, 12:30 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Survivor Talks – In Our Voices. Take advantage of their unique opportunities to hear Holocaust Survivors tell their stories in person and answer audience questions. For more: www.ilholocaustmuseum.org.
February 27 – May 17, 2019—Wiener Library, 29 Russell Square, London WC1B 5DP, UK
Exhibit: *Crimes Uncovered: The First Generation of Holocaust Researchers.*

February 27, 2019, 4:00 pm—Dorothy Young Center for the Arts, Room 106, Drew University, Madison, NJ

February 27, 2019, 7:00 pm—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
*A Night at the Garden,* a short documentary about the 1939 Nazi rally at Madison Square Garden in NY, followed by a discussion about the history and rise of Nazism in the United States. For more: [https://mjhnyc.org/events/a-night-at-the-garden/](https://mjhnyc.org/events/a-night-at-the-garden/)

March 3, 2019, check times –Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
*JCC Chicago Jewish Film Festival at Illinois Holocaust Museum.* Recent feature films and documentaries related to the Holocaust will be screened, each followed by a talkback with local experts. Selections will include the Chicago premiere of *The Invisibles,* as well as screenings of *The Body Collector, The Accountant of Auschwitz,* and Academy Award-nominated documentary short *Joe’s Violin.* Fees. For more: [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org).

March 7, 2019, 7:00 pm—St. Katherine Church, 7100 Airport-Pulling Rd. N, Naples FL

March 10, 2019, 11:00 am—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
*Museum Architecture Tour – Symbolic By Design.* See how renowned architect Stanley Tigerman infused each space in the Illinois Holocaust Museum with historical and emotional symbolism. For more: [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org)

March 10, 2019, 12:30 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
*Survivor Talks – In Our Own Voices.* For more: [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org)

March 11, 2019, 6:30 pm—Wiener Library, 29 Russell Square, London WC1B 5DP, UK
*Book Talk: Reckonings: Legacies of Nazi Persecution and the Quest for Justice* with Prof Mary Fulbrook.

March 13, 2019, 7:30 pm—Douglass Student Center, 100 George St, New Brunswick, NJ
*Last Yiddish Heroes: Lost and Found Songs of Soviet Jews during World War II,* with singer-songwriter Psoy Korolenko and Anna Shternshis, Professor of Yiddish Studies, University of Toronto. RSVP by March 6. For more: [https://bildnercenter.rutgers.edu/events/upcoming-events/range.listevents/-](https://bildnercenter.rutgers.edu/events/upcoming-events/range.listevents/-)

March 14, 2019, 4:00 pm —UCLA Faculty Center, Los Angeles, CA
*Unexpected Itineraries: Holocaust Testimony beyond Borders | UCLA ...*
March 14, 2019, 7:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
US premiere: The Rescue—A Live Film-Concerto, the remarkable story of Colonel José Arturo Castellanos, the Salvadoran Consul General in 1942, who led the movement to save thousands of European Jews during the Holocaust by creating and distributing more than 13,000 Salvadoran citizenship papers, followed by a discussion with the filmmakers and grandsons of the Colonel. Fees. For more: https://mjhnyc.org/events/rescue-live-film-concerto/

March 17, 2019, 2:00 pm — Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Film & Discussion: My Italian Secret: The Forgotten Heroes. Nearly 700 Italians have been recognized as Righteous Among the Nations by Yad Vashem. Hear some of their stories in the documentary My Italian Secret, followed by a discussion with Consul General of Italy in Chicago Giuseppe Finocchiaro, and Holocaust survivor Dr. Adina Sella, whose family was sheltered in Italy. Reservations required; www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events

March 18, 2019, 12 noon—Aidekman Family Jewish Community Campus, Whippany, NJ
Holocaust Council of Greater MetroWest Bagels & Books: The German Girl by Armando Lucas Correa. Bagels and coffee provided; bring your appetite for a discussion. For more: https://www.jfedgmw.org/holocaust

March 27 – April 7, 2019—JCC MetroWest, 760 Northfield Ave, West Orange, NJ
Nineteenth Annual New Jersey Jewish Film Festival, featuring a selection of films that address issues of the Holocaust and memory. Please visit http://jccmetrowest.org/njjff/ for the most up-to-date information on films and post-screening discussions

March 30, 2019, 11:00 am— Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Museum Architecture Tour – Symbolic By Design. See how renowned architect Stanley Tigerman infused each space in the Illinois Holocaust Museum with historical and emotional symbolism. For more: www.ilholocaustmuseum.org

March 30, 2019, 12:30 pm— Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Survivor Talks – In Our Own Voices. For more: www.ilholocaustmuseum.org

March 31, 2019, 1:30 pm – Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
ShPlel Performing Identity Theatre presents: The Green Book, a play which tells of an African-American family who opens their home to black travelers in the Jim Crow South. The appearance of a white visitor, a Holocaust survivor, sets off events that reveal that racism and antisemitism cannot be ignored. Talkback with producer, director and cast follows. Reservations required; www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events

April 1, 2018, 7:30 pm—Annunciation Center, College of St. Elizabeth, Morristown NJ
Film Screening in association with NJ Jewish Film Festival: The Footsteps of My Father, recounts the heroism of Master Sgt. Roddie Edmonds in saving the lives of more than 200 American Jewish soldiers during World War II, followed by a panel discussion with Stanlee Stahl, Executive Vice President of the Jewish Foundation for the Righteous, and individuals interviewed for the documentary. For more: http://cse.edu/holocaustcenter/
April 7 – August 4, 2019—Jewish Museum of Maryland, **Baltimore, MD**
Exhibit: *Stitching History from the Holocaust*, about the life and work of Hedy Strnad before her murder by the Nazis. Her creations serve as a unique memorial for a lost talent and a touchstone for discussion of the human cost of the Holocaust and the plight of refugees.

April 29, 2019, 4:00 pm—Mead Hall Founders Room, Drew University, **Madison, NJ**
**Yom HaShoah Commemoration** with keynote speaker **Robert Max**, author of *The Long March Home: An American Soldier’s Life as a Nazi Slave Laborer*.
For more: [www.drew.edu/holocaust-genocide-study-department/about-us/events/](http://www.drew.edu/holocaust-genocide-study-department/about-us/events/)

May 3, 2019, 9:30 am—Navesink Rooms, Student Life Center, Brookdale Community College, 765 Newman Springs Rd, **Lincroft, NJ**
Yom Hashoah Commemoration Program: **Women’s Experiences in the Holocaust** featuring **Dr. Agnes Grunwald-Spier**, a Holocaust survivor and author of *Women’s Experiences in the Holocaust: In their Own Words*.
For more: [www.chhange.org/exhibits-events/events/yom-hashoah](http://www.chhange.org/exhibits-events/events/yom-hashoah)

Exhibit: *Auschwitz. Not long ago. Not far away.* The most comprehensive exhibition dedicated to the history of Auschwitz and its role in the Holocaust ever presented in North America, bringing together over 700 original objects and 400 photographs of Auschwitz, from over 20 institutions and museums around the world. For more: [https://mjhnyc.org/exhibitions/auschwitz/](https://mjhnyc.org/exhibitions/auschwitz/)

---

**FYI… FOR YOUR INFORMATION**

**FYI…** Online newsletters

**FYI…** The Leo Baeck Institute has Kindertransport Resources online also includes some information on the One Thousand Children who came to the United States: [www.lbi.org/2018/12/kindertransport-resources/](http://www.lbi.org/2018/12/kindertransport-resources/)

**FYI…** Yad Vashem's International School for Holocaust Studies recently launched a new educational platform to serve teachers in Jewish high schools across the English-speaking world.

**FYI…** *The Together Plan* is a UK charity dedicated to the rehabilitation, repair and revival of Jewish communities coming out of collective trauma in the former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. It is the mission of The Together Plan charity, not only to help those Jews still living in the former Soviet Union learn how to rebuild their communities, but also to reconnect those in the diaspora to their ancestry and the homes they left behind. *The Together Plan* is playing a vital and much needed role in the repair and renewal process for a better connected and meaningful Jewish future for Jews everywhere. For more: [https://thetogetherplan.com/en/](https://thetogetherplan.com/en/)
FYI... KAVOD, created in 2015 by John and Amy Israel Pregulman, has as its mission to photograph at no cost as many Survivors as possible worldwide (736 so far); provide confidential, emergency aid to Survivors in the US living at or near poverty levels (1000+ Survivors helped in 35 cities so far); and educate the community about the plight of Survivors living in poverty. [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qdXO0sEHSrE](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qdXO0sEHSrE)

FYI... Announcing the 2019 Stronger Than Hate Challenge, an initiative by the USC Shoah Foundation in partnership with Discovery Education that empowers students to promote justice, challenge bias, and take action! Anyone who’s inspired to better their classroom, community, and world is invited to register their middle or high school students for the challenge, where students will complete standards-aligned activities culminating in a community action project that makes our world a better place. In the challenge, students will deepen their understanding of what hate is, why it happens, and how to recognize acts of hate through first-hand testimonies of survivors of genocide. Then, they’ll be challenged to identify an injustice in their own community and to come up with a plan to solve it. Winning entries are eligible to win up to $10k in prizing!


FYI... Articles, videos, podcasts and slideshows in the news…Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If a link doesn’t work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo or others.

Across Borders: International


[Why Holocaust survivors lived longer than their contemporaries - Twitter](https://twitter.com)

[Holocaust Saw 1.5 Million Jews Murdered in 'Hyperintense' Killing](https://example.com)

[Enormous 'Pulse of Death' in The Holocaust Was Far Worse](https://example.com)

['Frenzied killing': Nazi's Holocaust murder rate much higher than ...](https://example.com)

[Holocaust death camps: 15,000 murdered per day in Aug.-Oct. 1942](https://example.com)

[Study: Nazi's Holocaust murder rate much higher than thought - WND](https://example.com)

[A quarter of all Holocaust victims were murdered during only three ...](https://example.com)

[Terrifying scale of Holocaust revealed as Nazis murdered 15,000 ...](https://example.com)

[A Biologist Reconstructs the Grotesque Efficiency ... - Scientific American](https://example.com)

[Quantifying the Holocaust: Measuring murder rates during the Nazi ...](https://example.com)
In Holocaust Study, a New Attempt to Measure the Pace of Nazi ...
How I measured murder rates during the Holocaust
EU funds mapping of Jewish cemeteries in Eastern Europe
Marking International Holocaust Remembrance Day
International Holocaust Remembrance Day 2019: Timeline of Events ...
‘Humiliation was the worst’; Holocaust survivor at UN, asks world to act with ‘empathy and compassion’
Bigotry ‘moving at lightning speed’ Guterres warns, as UN marks the Holocaust
Three unsung heroes who helped Europe's Jews escape the Nazis
Who will tell the story of the Holocaust when survivors are gone?
Holocaust Knowledge Gap Is Global Crisis
International Holocaust Remembrance Day: Places of memory and mourning | DW | 25.01.2019
Inside Europe: The fate of Jewish monuments | DW | 25.01.2019
Half of all Europeans see anti-Semitism as a 'problem in our country' | DW | 22.01.2019
Antisemitism Is Alive and Well in Europe — If It Ever Left
World Jewish Congress Partners With NATO to Raise Holocaust Awareness
Community leaders offer bleak view of European Jewry’s future at Holocaust event
Holocaust survivors with PTSD and their offspring exhibit ...
Parental PTSD affects health behavior and aging among offspring of ...
EU Parliament calls to recover art looted by Nazis in Holocaust & WWII
European Parliament Urges Action to Recover Nazi-Looted Art
Work to identify and recover Nazi-looted art, European Parliament tells EU states

Armenia
Armenian capital honors Holocaust survivor who coined the term ‘genocide’

Australia
Australian Neo-Nazis Deface Elderly Care Facility Housing Holocaust Survivors With Swastika
Priest sorry for 'offensive' Holocaust remarks - The Australian
Surviving the Holocaust
Australian Holocaust survivors 'shaken' by 'Secret Hitler’ board game
The bakeries that tell the story of Melbourne's Jews
Austria

Connecting past and future on a pilgrimage to Vienna’s Jewish Quarter (Washington Post)
Remembering the Forgotten Female Artists of Vienna
Vienna rescues forgotten women artists censored by the Nazis - BBC

Brazil

Brazilian soccer team raises Holocaust awareness

Canada

Opinion: Holocaust survivors are right — we must study history to counter the rise of fascism | CBC News
Canada’s archives buys book owned by Hitler that hints at bringing Holocaust to North America
Canada obtains Hitler-owned book with data on ... - The Times of Israel
If the Allies had lost: Canada obtains Hitler-owned report on N. America’s Jews
Nazi blueprint for North American Holocaust acquired by Canada archive
Canada Archives Acquire Book That Would Have Guided North American Holocaust
The fear that forges us: A refugee of the Holocaust on the lessons ...
Remembering the Holocaust in the genocide age
Many Canadians Lack Basic Knowledge About the Holocaust, Study Finds
Disturbing poll in Canada reveals critical gaps in Holocaust knowledge
Most Canadians don’t know 6 million Jews were killed in the Holocaust, survey finds
1 in 5 Canadian youths not sure what happened in the Holocaust, survey suggests | CBC News
Study Reveals Gap in Canadian Knowledge of Holocaust History | Time
To combat Holocaust ignorance, we must empower teachers
Old sign reveals history of influential St. John's family
Shinewald: Mr. Berger connected thousands to Jewish Old World
Holocaust survivor George Brady dies at 90 | DW | 12.01.2019
Here's how the Holocaust Monument came to have a glitch nobody saw coming
Holocaust stories more important than ever
Holocaust survivor's harrowing testimony recorded in illustration workshop
Jennifer Teege: Uncovering her family's Nazi past
Online research leads to new chapter in family history
Berger: A tribute to my father
Jack Kuper almost lost himself in the Shoah – almost
Holocaust remembrance: U.S. is home to many neo-Nazis, almost half of Canadians believe
Rubinstein: The deal that brought 800 Jews to Canada after the war
When they come for the typewriter ribbons
Montrealers mark Holocaust Remembrance Day by creating art inspired by survivor's tale

Croatia
Jewish rights group urges Croatia to ban Holocaust-denying ...
Braving the Cold in Croatia’s Largest Concentration Camp

Czech Republic
Bill taxing restitution money would strip tiny Czech Jewish community of $2 million
The European capital cobbled with Jewish gravestones

Denmark
Why 90 Percent of Danish Jews Survived the Holocaust
Play depicts new details of alleged Nazi self-sabotage in rescue of Danish Jews
Rosenbaum’s Rescue reveals how one bespoke suit saved Denmark’s Jews

Dubai
Holocaust a crime against all humanity, says MWL chief

Ecuador
Finding ‘paradise’ in Ecuador

El Salvador
Rescued By El Salvador – A Little-Known Holocaust Tale
The fake Salvadoran citizenship papers that saved thousands of Jews during the Holocaust
The incredible Salvadoran plot that saved thousands of Jews during the Holocaust

Ethiopia
When Ethiopian Jews tried to save European Jews from the Holocaust

France
Pikovsky family reunited 75 years after the Holocaust
Georges Loinger obituary | Register | The Times
Watch: Hero Who Saved 350 Children During Holocaust Passes at 108
Georges Loinger, French resistance fighter who smuggled Jewish ...
Georges Loinger, Wartime Rescuer of Jewish Children, Dies at 108 ...
Video: Georges Loinger Smuggled 350 Jewish Children to Safety
Why Serge And Beate Klarsfeld Became Nazi Hunters
Rivlin opens Paris exhibition honoring diplomats who saved Jews in Holocaust
Nazi hunters’ memoir wins top national Jewish book award
Nazi hunter couple’s memoir wins top US Jewish book award
The famed Jewish art dealer who fought to retrieve 400 stolen works from the Nazis (Artsy)
French Holocaust denier sentenced to year in jail for inciting anti-Semitism
French far-right author sent to prison for anti-Semitic incitement

Germany

How safe are Jews living in Germany? | DW | 21.01.2019
International Holocaust Remembrance Day: Places of memory and mourning | DW | 27.01.2019
Germany marks International Holocaust Remembrance Day | DW | 27.01.2019
International Holocaust Remembrance Day: It's not about guilt, but about responsibility | DW | 25.01.2019
Opinion: Germany's historical obligation continues | DW | 27.01.2019
Germany Still Has a Holocaust Problem
'Auschwitz did not begin in Auschwitz' | DW | 27.01.2019
Reparations for Kindertransport survivors
Nazi’s Paintings Fund Foundation for Jews
Reinvented legacy: Nazi official's paintings fund foundation for Jews
How secret diarists of the Warsaw Ghetto fought against Nazi lies | DW | 25.01.2019
German Jewish History Award goes to Hilde Schramm | DW | 21.01.2019
German-Jewish author Edgar Hilsenrath dies at 92
Edgar Hilsenrath, Holocaust Survivor and Controversial Satirist, Dies at Age of 92
Artist behind Germany's Stolpersteine: 'They're needed now more than ...
Holocaust remembrance in Germany: A changing culture | DW | 27.01.2019
In memoriam: Mark "Leo" Horovitz, a Holocaust survivor involved in Jewish-German reconciliation work
Daughter of high-ranking Nazi honored with Jewish award
Resisting the Temptation of ‘Simple Myths’: Leading German Historian Christoph Dieckmann Reflects on the Holocaust

'Schindler's List' re-release evokes conflicted legacy | DW | 25.01.2019

'The Invisibles': New film tells the story of Jews hiding in Nazi Berlin ...

Review: Doc hybrid ‘The Invisibles’ tells moving Holocaust stories

Docudrama On Jews In Nazi Germany Can't Decide On Docu- Or Drama: 'The Invisibles'

‘The Invisibles’ tells the story of Jews who somehow survived in Nazi Berlin

Europe's Right Wing Woos a New Audience: Jewish Voters - WSJ

The Kind Aryan: Wehrmacht Major Eberhard Helmrich

German Cinema Offers Free Tickets to ‘Schindler’s List’ Screening to Far-Right AfD Members

Cinema gives AfD members free entry to 'Schindler's List' | DW | 03.01.2019

40 years ago, an American miniseries changed the way Germans ...

Far-right AfD barred from Buchenwald concentration camp memorial services | DW | 25.01.2019

Buchenwald memorial bans German far-right AfD from Holocaust ceremony

Report: Ex-Nazi camp guard deported by US dies in Germany

Timeline: Life and death of ex-Nazi guard deported from US

Famous painting looted by Nazis returned to Jewish heirs in Germany

Novel based on Jew 'catcher' Stella Kübler stirs controversy | DW | 16.01.2019

Opinion: German football supporters send vital message on Holocaust Memorial Day | DW | 27.01.2019

Berlin grassroots project cleans Holocaust memorials where Jews ...

Greece

A Greek Town Honors its Holocaust History - Trendolizer™ - Greece

A Greek Town Commemorates Its Holocaust History – Tablet Magazine

Thessaloniki escape room offers 'Schindler's List'-themed fun

Hungary

Divers to retrieve bones of Shoah victims from the Danube river in Budapest

ZAKA divers to retrieve Holocaust victim's bones from Danube - Israel ...

Israeli Divers to Search Danube River in Budapest for Remains of Hungarian Jews Murdered in Holocaust

Israel to scour Danube in search for Holocaust remains ... - BBC.com
Israeli divers to search for Holocaust victims ... - The Times of Israel
Israel to search Hungary's Danube River for Holocaust victims - UPI.com
Inside Europe: Israeli search for Holocaust remains in Danube | DW | 21.01.2019
Hungarian Jews split about Danube search for Holocaust victims
In Hungary, a Jewish community political fight taints effort to bury Holocaust victims
Yad Vashem: Hungarian Holocaust Museum is a 'Falsification of History'
New Holocaust museum in Budapest divides Hungarian Jews
Holocaust survivor on the Swiss diplomat who saved her life
How Anti-Semitism Robbed the Jewish Miss Europe of Her Crown

Iran

Hiding Their Faces, Young Iranians Join Social Media Initiative to Mark Holocaust Remembrance Day

After Holocaust Commemoration at UN, ‘It’s Time for Member States to Take Stand Against Iran’s Threats,’ Says Israeli Envoy Danny Danon

Israel

Five reasons to remember the Holocaust and watch for the signs today ...
Ahead of Holocaust Remembrance Day, Israel home to some 200,000 survivors
Holocaust survivors less healthy but outlive their peers by 7 years, study says
Holocaust survivors live an average of seven years longer than Jewish ...
Holocaust survivors outlive Jews who avoided Nazi death camps ...
Holocaust survivors outlive Jews who avoided camps - PressReader
Diary of boy, 11, who killed himself rather than be taken to Nazis, is given to Yad Vashem
The ghosts of Treblinka, in a Tel Aviv basement - Israel ...
Holocaust Deniers Fear For Future Of Denial As Original Deniers Die Off
The Holocaust survivor who dresses up like Hitler
Holocaust hero: Noah Klieger, as I remember him
Before and After the Holocaust: The Life of a Jewish Doctor in Niš
Treasured memories of life before the Holocaust handed to Yad Vashem
The Chamber of the Holocaust, Israel's obscure memorial | Reuters
Watch: Stirring Colorized Holocaust Photos as Never Seen Before
Watch: Rising from the Ashes – Unspeakable Stories from Survivors
Holocaust museums need radical changes

From Lithuania To Israel, Chasing A Dream Of Freedom

Rivlin joins Holocaust survivor in celebrating life, falafel

A 92-Year-Old Holocaust Survivor Was Haunted By Hitler. So He Started Dressing Up As Him.

Canary in the mine: Yad Vashem’s Holocaust-awareness programs tackle 21st-century anti-Semitism

Does focus on Holocaust tourism dim the memory of vibrant prewar Jewish life?

This Holocaust Remembrance Day, End the Hatred

Netanyahu, Trump Lead Heads of State Marking International Holocaust Remembrance Day

As survivors age, Holocaust educators rush to preserve their irreplaceable testimony - Religion News Service

10 Essential Spots to See during your Visit to Yad Vashem

In New Initiative, Yad Vashem Tackles 21st Century Antisemitism

Marking International Holocaust Remembrance Day, Israel’s Yad Vashem Memorial Launches Ambitious Online Commemoration Project

Yad Vashem conference discussing time during the Holocaust ...

Israel must stop pandering to Holocaust distorters | Efraim Zuroff | The ...

The possibility of a new Holocaust with the reincarnation of antisemitism

"If You Remain Silent at this Time…” Female Jewish Rescuers during ...

Israeli start-up creates closed social network for Holocaust survivors

Sex, bribes and gambling: The Warsaw Ghetto heroes who didn't take part in the uprising

Holocaust: Told in the first person

Israeli Holocaust survivor remembers Auschwitz on birthday

Felix Nussbaum: Painting a Self Portrait of Death in the Holocaust

'Act so that your journey is not useless, and our deaths are not useless ...

Finding the Holocaust in musical culture

Those who seek boycotts of Yad Vashem do not speak for Palestinians or Muslims

Distortion of the Holocaust Mars Another Holocaust Remembrance Day

Zuroff: Israel should not recognize Holodomor as genocide

Migrants as Jews: the new Holocaust denial

Vandals topple Holocaust monument made by Auschwitz survivor

Israeli football team fined over fans shouting 'Holocaust for Maccabi'

True life 'fairy tale' of Nazi-fighting bear to get animated treatment
Palestinian Writer on Holocaust Remembrance Day: Maybe It Happened, Maybe It Didn’t

Italy
Beneath a Scarlet Sky: Italian Heroism in the Holocaust
Mussolini’s Executioners: The Genocide of Italy's Jews – The Forward
Italian Consulate General in NYC honors Jewish Holocaust victims by name
Gallery demands back Nazi-stolen painting
Rome to replace stolen Holocaust memorial plaques, add new ones
Stolen stumbling stone Holocaust memorials replaced in downtown Rome
As University of Turin Cancels Event Linking Zionists to Nazis, Some Jewish Advocates Hope For Positive Change
From Jewish ghetto to monastery: The Holocaust survivor ... – Haaretz
Opinion: How NOT to Remember the Holocaust

Japan
Honoring a righteous among the nations from the land of the rising sun

Kenya
I lost kin to Holocaust, says Israeli envoy : The Standard

Lithuania
Holocaust distortion
War hero or Nazi collaborator? Family partners with victim’s kin to expose truth
In Lithuania, some Nazi killers are also heroes - Opinion - Jerusalem ...
Yad Vashem Hosts Lithuanian Jewish Leadership.
In the Shadow of Death: The Revival of the Jerusalem of Lithuania

Moldova
Moldova’s remaining Jews fight to remember those lost (Balkan Insight)

Netherlands
The Crimes of the Dutch: A Lesson in Hypocrisy | Jewish & Israel ...
A Dutch couple find forgotten Holocaust history in their countryside home
Daughter of Holocaust survivors decries museum honoring modern refugees
New Zealand
Auckland Holocaust survivor opens up about hiding from the ...

Poland
Poland's forgotten victims of Nazism | DW | 27.01.2019
Poland's ambassador to Israel: We are the only state in Europe to properly honor the Holocaust
Poland 'only state in Europe to properly honour Holocaust ...
A drone flew over Auschwitz and captured something incredibly powerful
These Pictures Show The Barbaric Inhumanity Of Auschwitz - BuzzFeed
Record 2,152,000 people visited Auschwitz in 2018
Auschwitz sees 21 percent drop in visits by Israelis
Łódź rings in “year of Marek Edelman” as city remembers one of its ...
Auschwitz survivors pay homage as world remembers Holocaust
Pier 21 screening holocaust film focused on Warsaw Ghetto docs | The Chronicle Herald
Film Spotlights Storytellers Of Warsaw Ghetto
Assassinated Polish Mayor Will Posthumously Receive Award Named For WWII Resistance Hero Jan Karski
Memorial held at Auschwitz on International Holocaust Remembrance Day - Euronews
Far Right Protesters Gather at Auschwitz During Annual Camp Liberation Commemoration
Holocaust Memorial Day: Far-right Polish group leads anti-Semitic ...
Polish police probe Auschwitz protest
Opinion: What I Learned from Following Auschwitz on Facebook

Portugal
Opinion | He Helped Jews Escape the Holocaust. He Died Unknown.

Romania
Holocaust institute calls on Romania not to rehabilitate war criminal
Romania destroys historic gate of Jewish cemetery holding ... - Haaretz

Russia
Tales of Triumph and Tragedy: Jews in the Red Army

Rwanda
Jewish, German communities in Rwanda to mark Holocaust
Turkey

‘Visions of Holocaust’ exhibition to open in Istanbul

UK

Forgotten heroes of Holocaust honoured

Remains of Six Auschwitz Victims to Receive Jewish Funerals at Cemetery Near London

British museum gives chief rabbi bones said to belong to Holocaust ...

Six unidentified Holocaust victims to be given Jewish funeral

Six unidentified Holocaust victims to be interred at UK Jewish ...

Six unknown Holocaust victims to be buried in unprecedented funeral ...

First ever British funeral of Holocaust victims - Diaspora - Jerusalem Post

First ever UK funeral for Holocaust victims to take place next week

IWM organises burial of six Holocaust victims | Museums Association

6 unidentified Holocaust victims first to be buried in UK – KYMA

Six unknown Holocaust victims buried at London cemetery - Sky News

Dignified service so long overdue

Six Holocaust victims laid to rest in UK funeral

Poignant ceremony held as remains of six unknown Holocaust victims ...

Auschwitz victims laid to rest in UK synagogue ceremony

Holocaust victims laid to rest in UK synagogue ceremony

Holocaust victims buried after remains found in UK museum - AP News

Remains of six holocaust victims are given burial in Britain after 20 ...

Voice of the Jewish News: At peace – at last

Holocaust victims funeral a reminder to ’confront racism’ - BBC News

Prince Charles’ heartfelt letter ahead of London funeral for Shoah victims

Watch: Funeral for Holocaust victims at Bushey cemetery

A Foreword by HRH The Prince of Wales for the Holocaust Memorial Day Trust National Commemorative Ceremony programme

John Bercow warns of 'bigoted and evil' Holocaust revisionism after performance of opera

"Many of the Holocaust's perpetrators got away with it": why Nazi crimes went unpunished

Holocaust survivor's heartbreaking school photo of classmates killed by Nazis

I thought the horror of the Shoah would mean no more antisemitism. I was wrong
'The Nazis tried to kill kindness. We fight against that' | News | The ...
Every generation must know the horrors of Hitler and the Holocaust
This is the place for our Holocaust memorial
UK Poll Finds Vast Ignorance About the Holocaust
One in 20 Britons ‘does not believe’ Holocaust took place, poll finds
At least three victims of Holocaust were Irish-born
The Holocaust: How were Jewish people treated by Adolf Hitler? - CBBC Newsround
New discovery allows agency to identify photographs of 2,000 Holocaust survivors
Rabbi Lazowski Shares Holocaust Account at Kingswood Oxford - We-Ha | West Hartford News
How a Polish midwife and a Jewish gynaecologist helped save thousands
Competition: Babyn Yar Holocaust Memorial Centre
The boy who DEMANDED he was sent to Auschwitz
Holocaust survivors live an average seven years longer
Watch: The Jews Who Danced in Nazi Hell
The stories of three Holocaust survivors living in Dublin
Aliyah icon Alice Shalvi gifts lifetime archive to national library
Pupils told of the horrors of the Holocaust – South Manchester News
Steven Frank: How I survived the Holocaust - and why I tell my story
Holocaust survivor opens up about mum’s letter written moments before her death
Holocaust Memorial Day: Islington ‘remembers the atrocities of genocides throughout history’
Crawley MP pledges support to Holocaust Memorial Day
Rabbis urges planning authorities to approve UK Holocaust memorial ...
Unfinished business from the Holocaust
Never forget horror of Holocaust underpinned by ideology of hatred
The library of forbidden books
The citizen of nowhere is on the musical map at last
London musicians explore songs of composers impacted by Holocaust
J.R.R. Tolkien’s 1938 Response to Nazis Demanding to Know if He Was Jewish
From Heil Hitler to Am Yisrael Chai: the Nazi who became a Jew
Mosque scrapped Shoah exhibit over ‘security threat and Yad Vashem link’
Following protests, London mosque cancels planned Holocaust exhibition
Mosque to host Shoah exhibition that mosque cancelled over Iran fears

Muslim Heroes of the Holocaust

UK Board of Deputies to Host Exhibit Highlight Role Albanian Muslims Played in Saving Jews During Holocaust

Corbyn hires speechwriter who worked with 'Holocaust Industry' author Norman Finkelstein

Jeremy Corbyn’s False Empathy on Holocaust Memorial Day

Prince Charles reveals musical taste shaped by Shoah survivors and Leonard Cohen

One man's aim to honour those who helped Ukraine's Jews in the Shoah

‘The Suitcase’ to mark Holocaust Day in Coleraine

Chelsea launches #WeRemember campaign to raise Holocaust ...

Holocaust survivor to share his experience in live webcast

Anti-Semitism 'back in vogue'

Residents of Shenley, Hertfordshire left 'sickened' after 'Jew Ghetto' graffitied around the area

Nazi shame as Newcastle Uni students wear Auschwitz shirts

More than 2.6m Brits are Holocaust deniers, poll finds | The Independent

New report: 170,000 antisemitic Google searches made in Britain each year

Facebook must do more to tackle Shoah denial, says Holocaust Educational Trust chief executive

Ex-Labour mayor shared Facebook post saying Holocaust receives disproportionate attention

Holocaust project receives £48,000 for WW2 site dig

Moving Holocaust exhibition opens in Donegal - Donegal Democrat

Candles lit to mark Holocaust Memorial Day

Jackson Carlaw: Scotland's Jews are entitled to feel safe and valued

Jews are 'actively considering' leaving Scotland over anti-semitism, warns community leader

The Cut Out Girl wins Costa Book Of The Year for 'important' Holocaust ...

Writer says tale of Holocaust survivor valuable in time of 'extreme ...

Costa Book Of The Year Award winner says tale of ... - The Independent

The final testimony: film tells stories of last Holocaust survivors

CBBC features Shoah stories for HMD

Holocaust stories - CBBC Newsround

Watch Finding my Family: Holocaust - A Newsround Special - CBBC Newsround

The tears that never fall

Holocaust survivors feature in BBC film exploring impact of trauma on family
What it means to be descended from Holocaust survivors | Coffee House
Why as a Muslim, I feel Holocaust Memorial Day is as essential as ever
Essex mosque defiantly holds Muslim Shoah heroes exhibit despite boycott calls ...
Theatre review: Rosenbaum's Rescue

Ukraine
Ukraine remembers victims of Holocaust — Poroshenko after visit to Yad Vashem memorial
Top Nazi hunter blasts visiting Ukraine leader for ignoring Holocaust complicity

USA
JFS holds fund-raiser to meet needs of survivors | New Jersey Jewish News
When Holocaust Memories Are Too Heavy - A Survivor Considers ...
Holocaust Remembrance Day 2019: 5 Museums, Memorials Around the U.S. about the Holocaust ...
On Holocaust Remembrance Day, honor 6 million murdered Jews by showing solidarity with Jews alive today
DC court says Holocaust survivors can sue Hungary in the US for ...
What was the Holocaust?
We must do more than simply remember the Holocaust
Survivors Mark Holocaust Remembrance Day On 74th Anniversary Of ...
How will generations that didn't experience the Holocaust remember it?
When last Shoah survivors are gone, how will we explain their ‘choiceless choices’?
Holocaust survivor badly beaten by stranger in unprovoked attack
The Hunt for the Nazi Loot Still Sitting on Library Shelves - The New York Times
How Hitler’s ‘fake news’ assault on America came perilously close to succeeding
Hitler would have loved social media - Los Angeles Times
How a Jewish Teenager Went from Refugee to Assassin to Puppet of Nazi Propaganda
Discover 12 Years That Shook the World
Study Shows Precisely How Nazi Infrastructure Enabled the Worst of the Holocaust
"Nazi Hunters" And the Search for Justice After the Holocaust | History News Network
Art stolen by the Nazis is still missing. Here’s how we can recover it. (Washington Post)
Why Holocaust Analogies Are Dangerous — United States Holocaust ...
Georgia congressman compares Trump’s election to rise of Hitler
The Statue of Liberty Holds Special Meaning for Holocaust Survivor - Global Atlanta
What will the Holocaust mean to my baby, the great-grandson of survivors? (Kveller)

Ignorance about the Holocaust is growing

Why We All Need To Be Educated About Holocaust

The Holocaust and the importance of its remembrance

On Holocaust Remembrance Day 'Never Forget' Is Being Forgotten ...

Holocaust survivors, social media giants join forces

Polish Jewish children's rights pioneer honored 70 years after his murder

Nelly Ben-Or risked all to play the piano. It helped her survive the Holocaust.

Book review: Ashes to Light - The Jewish Chronicle

Trump Signs Into Law Genocide Prevention Act Named For Elie Wiesel

Days Before The Holocaust Remembrance Day, Trump Signs The Elie Wiesel Act

Elie Wiesel’s Family Welcomes Signing of Anti-Genocide Act Named After Late Nobel Laureate

US Holocaust Museum Reneges on Promise to Honor American Rescuer

U.S. Holocaust Memorial Accused of Whitewashing FDR’s Record on Saving Jews From the Nazis

Harris County GOP draws fire for post blaming \\n
Muslim Congresswoman Courts Pro-Terror Activist Who Compared Israel to Nazis and ISIS

The Horrors of Auschwitz at a Museum in New York - The New York ...

Digital technology offers new ways to teach lessons from the Holocaust

Sir Nicholas Winton: Remembering the man who saved 669 children ...

Local survivors and families visit Philly’s new Holocaust Memorial Plaza

The Holocaust Unfolds Exhibit -- The Detroit Jewish News

Holocaust Museum Houston to reopen after dramatic expansion

3 new exhibits opening at Holocaust Memorial Center in Farmington Hills

Union Terminal makes Holocaust center feel at home - Cincinnati Business Courier

Holocaust Center at Union Terminal Set to Arrive Where Survivors Once Came

Cincinnati holocaust museum opens Sunday in new home — a spot where many survivors began new lives

'Holocaust: Learn and Remember' exhibits in San Antonio have resistance theme this year

Reconciling the past: Former Nazi and Holocaust survivor share their experiences during WWII |

The Harvard-Westlake Chronicle
Congregation Beth Shalom Unveils Holocaust Memorial Sculpture...
Meet The Woman Finding - And Preserving - Holocaust Survivors' Stories Across South Florida
How a Holocaust survivor narrowly escaped the Nazis — twice
Holocaust survivor who fled Gestapo: ‘Fear is a luxury I could not afford’
Holocaust survivor Hédi Fried answers the most common questions she's asked
Holocaust survivor shares story at traveling exhibit – KESQ
Meet South Salt Lake's 95-year-old Holocaust survivor
Holocaust survivor tells students: Stand up for what is right
Norwood resident Aron Greenfield recounts Holocaust survival tale to Morrill Memorial Library patrons
Holocaust Survivor Hank Brodt to Speak at HPU - High Point University
Holocaust survivor brings his message to Lynn Classical - Itemlive
Holocaust Witness Shares Story with Millville High School Studen...
Holocaust survivor Marion Blumenthal Lazan speaks at upcoming Atlanta event
Holocaust Survivor Celebrates Bar Mitzvah at 91, Thanks to College Fellowship
Survivor recounts Holocaust horrors, hope at Sandy Springs event
Grandson of Holocaust survivor hopes to help others understand atrocity
Teachers, Warren Beer students get eye-opening lessons at Holocaust center
Holocaust Remembrance Day: From the Babel to Sinai
She performed opera at a concentration camp. 70 years later, I got to meet her
97-Year-Old Holocaust Survivor, Spy, And Heavy Metal Singer Is Ready To Rock You
WSU alumnus donates Holocaust book collection
Holocaust Exhibit at Fairfield U
Technology brings images of Holocaust survivors to life
Holocaust survivor celebrates major milestone | USC Shoah Foundation
Holocaust Survivor Helps Recognize Three Families -- Metro Detroit
My mother saved my life: Survivor recalls Holocaust as thousands tune in to live webcast
98-Year-Old Holocaust Survivor To Speak In North Bay
Holocaust survivor spreads message of 'living without hate'
Finding My Father's Auschwitz File | by Allen Hershkowitz | NYR Daily...
Holocaust survivor urges respect, warns of hate groups
Holocaust Survivors Speak At Summit School
Speaker shares that remnants of Holocaust still exist
Holocaust Survivor Lectures At Springs School As Part Of Diversity Institute - East Hampton
Crystal Lake eighth-graders learn history firsthand from Holocaust survivor
Local Holocaust survivor recalls harrowing experience 74 years later
No, Holocaust Survivor George Soros Was NOT a Nazi
Research on ‘13 Driver’s Licenses’ in Germany leads to New Jersey
What Can The Holocaust Teach Us About Resistance?
Final Remembrance Ceremony At Dallas Holocaust Museum Before New One Opens
Temple Beth Sholom students visit Holocaust center - Community News...
Synagogue to host Holocaust survivor and step-sister of Anne Frank
Dancing at an event for Holocaust survivors? I’m glad I was there – J.
Chaos | Control - Detroit Jewish News
Holocaust survivor to speak
‘I Became Their Voice’: Survivor Reflects On Holocaust, Preservation Of Stories
Tennis is vehicle for Holocaust survivors’ friendship ...
Holocaust survivor, youngest person on Schindler's List shares her story – KSNV
Holocaust survivor, youngest person on Schindler's List shares her story
Real-Life Schindler's List survivor shares her Holocaust experience
‘Ask Dr. Ruth': First Trailer for Hulu Doc About Famed Sex Therapist ...
Ask Dr. Ruth: Hulu Debuts Trailer for New Documentary Feature
Ex-LIer who survived 5 concentration camps dies
Frank Blaichman, 96, Dies; Led Jewish Fighters in World War II
Frank Blaichman Obituary - New York, NY | New ... - Legacy.com
Edgar Hilsenrath, 92, Writer of Unvarnished Holocaust Novels, Dies
Elias M. Stein, Mathematician of Fluctuations, Is Dead at 87 - The New ...
Remembering Mark Urman, 1952 – 2019 | Filmmaker Magazine
Mark Urman, A Mainstay Of The Independent Film Business ...
Mark Urman, Veteran Independent Film Distributor, Dies at 66
Mark Urman, Veteran Indie Film Distributor, Dies at 66
Holocaust Museum film series opens with ‘The Last Suit’
Remembering A Holocaust Hero, ‘Uncle Tibor’ To Me
Documentary on survivor Eva Kor launches Holocaust Education Week
Lily Widner, 97, survived the Holocaust and much more. Why does Poland say she's dead?
What might have happened if Anne Frank survived Holocaust? New book,
If she’d lived: Novel imagines Anne Frank survives the Holocaust
Violins of Hope share Holocaust history
‘Lost and Found’
Breaking the Walls of Silence - Jewish Link NJ
My name is Fritz Mayer: An account of Buchenwald (Literary Hub)
Milwaukee Holocaust survivor wants to leave world better than he found it
From Letters In A Box To A Jazz Opera
Holocaust letters inspire LI native's jazz opera at Museum of Jewish ...
Nonviolent communication training at Holocaust and Human Rights Center
Tale of Kafka's writings and a graphic novel on Arendt's life show intellectual world destroyed by Nazis
Anne Frank’s Diary, in Graphic Form, Reveals Its Humor ...
Comic writers and artists book on Holocaust a powerful piece of history: Journey Into Comics
‘Who Will Write Our History’ Review: A Vital Holocaust Documentary
Through A Lens Sensitively
'Who Will Write Our History' Gives New Insight Into Warsaw Ghetto: NPR
Trending | Behind the lens with Nancy Spielberg ... - I24NEWS
Watch: Growing Up with Steven Spielberg
'Who Will Write Our History' Opens Strong as Oscar Contenders A
The Invisibles:We Want To Live
Remembering the lives lost in the Holocaust
The life of Gad Beck: Gay, Jewish, Nazi fighter. (The Nib)
Géza Röhrig Takes Mourning To New Depths In 'To Dust'
The Long Half-Lives of Love and Trauma Audiobook | Helen ...
Former ambassador, son of survivor, to share his historic experience
Petaluma survivor has 31 descendants — and counting – J.
Quad Mitzvah — four babies born to Marin couple 13 years ago celebrate together – J.
South Jersey Theater Company's Play About Holocaust Hits 20 Years
Junior high school students caught forming swastika with their bodies
Laser Scan Reveals Fate of Nazi U-Boat Sunk Near Outer Banks Coast
Former O.J. Simpson Lawyer Blames Holocaust Victims for ‘Suppressing’ Free Press
Perspective | Remembering the Holocaust in an era of rising anti-Semitism

2 swastikas drawn on apartment of elderly Jewish woman in Brooklyn

'A hate contagion': From school bathrooms to parked cars, swastikas surge in NY & NJ (Gothamist)

Princeton Marks Diversity After Cancelled White Supremacist March
The Year the Alt-Right Went Underground | WIRED

Uncompromisingly Violent Message of Online Forum ‘Fascist Forge’ Highlights Need for Resources to ‘Prevent the Next Robert Bowers,’ ADL Expert Says

Which Way Hate in America, 2019?
Church walk to remember Holocaust interrupted with anti-Semitic and anti-Israel invective

Lakewood, NJ - Insisting It Is Not Anti-Semitic, NJ Group Sees as a Threat to Quality of Life
Princeton Marks Diversity After Cancelled White Supremacist March
Connecticut college professor fired for giving colleagues Nazi salute
College Fires Professor Accused of Giving Nazi Salute
The Nazi salute picture that divided an American town

ADL Condemns ‘Chilling’ Human Swastika Formed by California Middle Schoolers
‘This Is Not Tolerated’: Jewish Community Leaders Speak Out Against Minnetonka Students In Nazi Salute Photo
Minnesotan school district will add more Holocaust education after ...

Minnetonka schools, Jewish community denounce photo of Nazi salute, sign
Minnetonka school leaders condemn Nazi salute photo, call for better Holocaust understanding
Holocaust survivor speaks at school involved in Nazi salute controversy
Police Discover Nazi Memorabilia Trove in Miami Home of Alleged Antisemitic Arsonist
Ultima Thule, NASA’s name for a distant object, was a term used by Nazis

Venezuela

Invoking Auschwitz liberation, Venezuela ‘president’ welcomes Israel recognition

....................................................

PLEASE NOTE: Notices are provided for information purposes only. Generations of the Shoah International and its Coordinating Council members, agents and representatives make no representations, guarantees or warranties about the services offered, and any person considering whether or not to use those services relies entirely on his or her own investigation and evaluation of the services offered and assumes all risk and responsibility regarding the use of or failure to use those services.
We are happy to include news on events / projects in your local communities. If you want to tell us what you are doing, just send us an email at genshoah@gmail.com and we will print it in a future newsletter.

We encourage you to share this newsletter with Holocaust Survivor family members. To join GSI and receive future newsletters, to volunteer for / suggest a committee, to recommend a resource person or to submit a book recommendation, or program information, contact us at genshoah@gmail.com or visit our website at www.genshoah.org.

**GSI Coordinating Council**

Esther Finder [Generations of the Shoah – Nevada and Holocaust Survivors Group of Southern Nevada]

Anat Bar-Cohen [The Generation After, DC]

Klara Firestone [Second Generation, LA, CA]

Sandy Hoffman z”l [Generations After, WI]

Dina Cohen [Generations of the Shoah, NJ]

Barbara Wind [Generations of the Shoah, NJ]

Ken Engel [CHAIM, MN]

Pepi Nichols [Second Generation of Jewish Holocaust Survivors in Houston, TX]

Charles Silow [CHAIM, MI]

Daniel Brooks [3G NY]

Doris Schwarz-Lisenbee [Second and Third Generation Programs Silicon Valley Holocaust Survivor Association]

Raymonde (Ray) Fiol [Holocaust Survivors Group of Southern Nevada]

Sarah Weiss [Executive Director, The Center for Holocaust and Humanity Education]

Janice Friebaum [Phoenix Holocaust Association]

George Foster [Australian Association of Jewish Holocaust Survivors & Descendants]
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